Material Handling Made Easier
Self-dumping material handling hoppers

100%

Satisfaction
Guarantee*
see back cover
for details

2 cu. yd. capacity shown

If you want quality, strength
and ease of use, trust Iron Bull

1/3 cu. yd.
capacity

other sizes are
also available
1/2 cu. yd.
capacity
1 cu. yd.
capacity

2 cu. yd.
capacity

Our smaller size dumpsters
are space efficient and
very handy. Ideal for placing
by your lathe, milling or
drilling machines.
1/3 cu. yd. capacity
shown

Boost Productivity and Faster, Easier Clean Up
Use Iron Bull for:
Iron Bull self-dumping material handling
■ Parts in production
hoppers will help you achieve your goal by
keeping waste/scrap materials out of your way. ■ Wood or metal shavings and punch outs
Iron Bull self-dumping material handling hoppers can greatly
enhance your productivity and efficiency. Wood, metal and harness
shops, machine shops, construction and agricultural operations can
benefit tremendously. Use for handling parts in production, storing
product and for waste/scrap collection. Load it up and transport it
quickly and easily to deposit material where you want it.

■
■
■
■
■

Scraps at construction sites
Glass and stone
Agricultural industry
Produce farms
Scraps from shearing
operations
■ Floor sweepings
■ Building trash / junk

Dump without getting up
from the driver seat

Efficiency is crucial in today’s competitive environment.
Our self-dumping hoppers are engineered with maximum ease and efficiency of operation in mind.
Forktruck-to-hopper alignment feature

Iron Bull's self-dumping hopper
Positive-Alignment-System™ consists of
two features that make it both quicker
and easier for transport with your forktruck.*

(Birds eye view diagram)

Feature 1
The Tapered Slide Box™ for easy up and down
fork alignment. This innovative feature allows
the forks on the forktruck to be misaligned up
or down and still enter the hopper base without
stopping to adjust the fork height.

Feature 2
The base length channel for positive forktruck-tohopper alignment.
Taken together these two features not
only make it faster but also a more pleasant
experience for your forktruck operator.
* Standard on all hoppers except the Economy Models.

Tapered Slide Box™ for easy forktruck
fork alignment
The tapered slide box gives more clearance for
easier and quicker fork entry.

Here forktruck
is misaligned
with hopper.

But the Iron Bull
forktruck-to-hopper
alignment feature helps
the operator insert the
forks more quickly
without additional
maneuvering.
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Hopper aligns
with forktruck
when weight
allows.

“We use it for shavings and wood chunks.
If we ever need another, it will be an Iron Bull.
I am impressed with the fork alignment feature.
It really works slick.”
– David Yoder, WIllowbrook Sawmill, Oblong IL
“We clean up quicker, we use it everyday”
– Kevin Wittmer, Peace Valley Cabinets, Montgomery IN

Iron Tough and Bull Strong
Iron Bull offers some of the toughest, strongest self-dumping hoppers on the market today.
These heavy duty features add up to a hopper that will give you years and years of service.

Full
length
lip

Wrap around welded lip on back corners
increases structural integrity

Welded reinforcing angle all along
the top edge

Sides of hopper extend down past
hopper bottom for added strength

Standard on all models.

Standard on all models.*

Standard on all models.

Full length channel base for superior
strength*

Base cross tie channel, open face down.
Engineered for extra strength as well
as preventing build up of debris.

Additional welded gusset greatly
enhances front corner strength

*Not available for economy models.

Standard on all models 1 cu. yd. and larger.*

Standard on all models.
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We take safety seriously
The dual safety lock system (consisting of the hopper retaining chain and the safety flip lock)
is standard on all models. Bilingual instruction and safety decals on all models.

Hopper safety retaining chain

Safety flip lock

Bilingual safety labels

When not in transit, the safety chain hooks on the hopper to
guard against accidental dumping. When in transit, the safety
chain is fastened on the forktruck mast keeping the hopper
from sliding off when dumping.

Hopper cannot accidentally dump when
flip lock is engaged.

All operating instruction and safety decals
are in both English and Spanish.

Options: ■ Stacking feature (not on all models)

■ 3 way fork entry (1/4 to 3 cu yd. only)
■ Hopper Floor lock (for use with casters)

■ 1” drainage Hole
■ Crane Pick up Eyes

Paint Color Options:
Iron Bull self-dumping hoppers come standard with a Gray
oxide primer. The following colors are available as an option.

Popular options:
YELLOW WHITE

Save on
expensive
propane!

Available
in steel or
phenolic.

Casters

Push handle

A simple addition with a huge
effect. Add ease of movement
within your shop without
using a forktruck, saving on
expensive propane.

Added convenience for
moving hopper on casters.

Dump From Seat™
latch rope

GREEN

RED

BLACK

BLUE

Open end
self-dumping
hopper

This latch rope saves
the operator from getting
off the forktruck to dump
the hopper.

Designed for handling
long materials. Great
for lumber, pipe, storm
debris, fencing material and bags of salt, cement
and fertilizer, etc.

Custom Made Hoppers
“A huge time saver”
Ernie Wengard
EC Woods Inc, Indiana

Iron Bull can customize any hopper to fit your needs.
Left is a customized Iron Bull self-dumping hopper.
This dust collecting hopper has an air tight lid and is
ideal for small to mid-size woodworking shops.
With much more capacity than your typical bag and
added ease of use this system is a big time saver.

Material Handling Made Easier
Save Time • Save Money

A wide range of sizes and capacities. Choose
from a space saving 1/3 yd. 24 in. wide hopper
up to a 21/2 yd. hopper and seven sizes in between.

Iron Bull Mfg. LLC
1627 Wildlife Drive
Chester Springs, PA 19425
Call today

484-645-6574
rob@ibullmarketing.com
*100% Satisfaction Guarantee policy: Iron Bull Mfg, LLC. If the customer is not satisfied with the Iron Bull product for any reason, Iron Bull Mfg, LLC will refund the full purchase price upon return
of the hopper within 15 days of the purchase date. The customer will pay all freight charges. If the hopper has been damaged, Iron Bull Mfg, LLC reserves the right to deduct from the refund any
damages that have occurred. This satisfaction guarantee applies to hopper orders of 3 units or less only. Custom built hoppers are not returnable.
Specifications may change without notice.

